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Large Print Best-sellers/Best-selling Authors — Fiction 
Bagshawe, Tilly         Sidney Sheldon’s Angel of the Dark 
When elderly multimillionaire art dealer, Andrew Jakes, is found brutally murdered in his ransacked 
Hollywood home, his young wife raped and beaten, and his art and jewels stolen, the motive seems pretty 
clear. But when the investigation doesn't turn up a single, solid lead, the case is closed and his stunning 
young widow vanishes. A decade passes before Andrew Jakes' estranged son, Matt Daley, does a little 
digging of his own, only to find that three nearly identical killings have taken place across the globe in 
recent years. In all cases, an elderly, newlywed millionaire is murdered and his wife assaulted. And in each 
case the widow is the sole beneficiary of the will, but donates all her new found wealth to children's 
charities. Soon evidence arises pointing to one woman, dubbed by police as the Angel of Death, moving 
around the globe changing her identity over the years. Matt and former LA investigator Danny Maguire 
resurrect the old case, but when the so-called widow resurfaces once again it becomes clear that nothing 
is what it seems … and time is ticking before the Angel of Death claims her next victim. 

 
Barclay, Robert                More Than Words Can Say 
Chelsea Enright never expected to inherit her grandmother’s lakeside cottage deep in the Adirondacks — a 
serene getaway that had been mysteriously closed up decades ago. When Chelsea finds her 
grandmother’s WWII diaries, she’s stunned to discover that they hold secrets she never suspected and 
they have the power to turn her own life upside down. Even more surprising is the compelling local doctor 
Brandon Yale, and Chelsea soon finds her “short stay” has stretched into the entire summer. She cannot 
put this place or her family’s past easily behind her and the more she learns about the woman her 
grandmother truly was, the more Chelsea’s own life begins to change. Nothing will ever be the same again. 
 

Barr, Nevada            The Rope 
Fresh off the bus from New York City in 1995, Anna Pigeon who is 35 years old and nursing a broken heart 
takes a decidedly unglamorous job as a seasonal employee of the Glen Canyon National Recreational 
Area. On her day off, Anna goes hiking into the park never to return. Her co-workers think she’s simply 
moved on — her cabin is cleaned out and her things gone. But Anna wakes up, trapped at the bottom of a 
dry natural well, naked, without supplies, and no clear memory of how she found herself in this situation. 
As she slowly pieces together her memory, it becomes clear that someone has trapped her there, and no 
one knows that she is even missing. Plunged into a landscape and a plot she is unfi t and untrained to 
handle, Anna Pigeon must muster the courage, determination, and will to live that she didn’t even know 
she still possessed to survive, outwit, and triumph. In this latest, Barr gathers together the many strings of 
park ranger Anna Pigeon’s past and finally reveals the story that her many fans have been long asking for. 

 
Bradford, Barbara Taylor             Letter from a Stranger 
Justine Nolan is a documentary filmmaker who lost her cherished grandmother a decade ago — the only 
source of love and comfort in her life. Her own mother, Deborah, has always been distant, focusing on her 
career as an interior designer. But when Justine inadvertently opens a letter addressed to her mother, she 
discovers that not only is her grandmother alive, but that Deborah has deliberately distanced her from the 
family for all these years. Justine’s search for her grandmother takes her to Istanbul, where she begins to 
uncover secrets that stretch all the way back to World War II. As layers of deception peel away, Justine 
begins to understand a woman she never really knew … and she begins to ask questions about the true 
desires of her own heart. 

 
Clancy, Tom                  Locked On 
Coming out of retirement to run for president, Jack Ryan finds himself in the middle of a high-stakes attack 
from his opponent as his close comrade, John Clark, is the subject of treacherous charges. At the same 
time his son, Jack Ryan, Jr., and other members of Campus, the top secret off-the-books intelligence 
agency founded by Jack during his first term in the White House, struggle to stop Pakistani terrorists. 

 



Coelho, Paulo                  Aleph 
In his most personal novel to date, internationally best-selling author Coelho returns with a remarkable 
journey of self-discovery. At the heart of the narrative, Paulo, profoundly disillusioned by contemporary 
reality, plagued by inner conflict, and losing faith in himself and the world he inhabits, sets off on a highly 
personal quest that defies time and space. As he seeks a path of spiritual renewal and growth, he decides 
to begin again: to travel, to experiment, to reconnect with people and the landscapes around him. Setting 
off to Africa, and then to Europe and Asia via the Trans-Siberian Railway, he initiates a journey to revitalize 
his energy and passion. Traveling around the world, he journeys back into his own reincarnations, 
understanding that his “path is reflected in the eyes of others, and that if I want to find myself, I need that 
map.” Even so, he never expects to meet Hilal. A gifted young violinist, she is the woman Paulo loved 500 
years before — and the woman he betrayed in an act of cowardice so far-reaching that it prevents him 
from finding real happiness in this life. Together they will initiate a mystical voyage through time and space, 
traveling a path that teaches love, forgiveness, and the courage to overcome life’s inevitable challenges. 
Beautiful and inspiring, Coelho’s latest invites us to consider the meaning of our own personal journeys: 
Are we where we want to be, doing what we want to do? 

 
Collins, Jackie             Goddess of Vengeance 
Sexy, tough Lucky Santangelo and her famous film director-producer husband, Lennie, plan to throw 
daughter Max a super 18th-birthday party at the Keys, the luxury Sin City casino and hotel Lucky owns and 
runs. But Max, her two best friends, and their new lovers have completely different birthday-celebration 
plans. Meanwhile, Prince Armand Mohamed Jordan, a naturalized American and head of Jordan 
Industries, threatens to buy the Keys, no matter what it takes. Peripherally, Max’s stepbrother Bobby, 
owner of two hip new nightclubs, and L.A. assistant DA Denver start getting serious, and Lucky’s actress 
friend Venus is getting a divorce from her much younger megastar husband. 

 
Cook, Robin             Death Benefit 
Launching a private investigation when their mentor in stem cell research dies under suspicious 
circumstances, Columbia Medical School students Pia Grazdani and George Wilson uncover a sinister 
operation through which private life insurance policies are being manipulated to allow investors to benefit 
from the deaths of others. 

 
Cornwell, Bernard          Death of Kings 
In this sixth installment of his Saxon series, Cornwell continues to chronicle the saga of Uhtred of 
Bebbanburg, the Saxon-born, Viking-bred prince morally and emotionally conflicted between his loyalty to 
King Alfred, who dreams of a united Britain, and his visceral connection to the invading Danes who raised 
him. As a debilitated Alfred prepares for death, the future of Britain hangs in the balance and an ambivalent 
Uhtred must decide in whom to place his trust and where to deploy his considerable skills as a warrior. 
While he is understandably wary of Alfred’s son Edward, he is fiercely devoted to and more than a little bit 
in love with the king’s strong and passionately determined daughter, Aethelflaed. Uhtred, whose life seems 
to shadow the making of England itself, must make a momentous decision that will forever transform his 
life and the course of history: take up arms — and Alfred's mantle — or lay his sword down and let the 
dream of a unified kingdom fall into oblivion. 

 
Crombie, Deborah             No Mark upon Her 
When a K9 search-and-rescue team discovers a woman's body tangled up with debris in the river, 
Scotland Yard Superintendent Duncan Kincaid finds himself heading an investigation fraught with 
complications. The victim, Rebecca Meredith, was a talented but difficult woman with many admirers — 
and just as many enemies. An Olympic contender on the verge of a controversial comeback, she was also 
a high-ranking detective with the Metropolitan Police — a fact that raises a host of political and ethical 
issues in an already sensitive case. To further complicate the situation, a separate investigation, led by 
Detective Inspector Gemma James, Kincaid's wife, soon reveals a disturbing — and possibly related — 



series of crimes, widening the field of suspects. But when someone tries to kill the search-and-rescue team 
member who found Rebecca's body, the case becomes even more complex and dangerous, involving 
powerful interests with tentacles that reach deep into the heart of the Met itself. 

 
Cussler, Clive                Devil’s Gate 
When Kurt Austin and his NUMA Special Assignments Team investigate the explosion of a lone Japanese 
cargo ship in the eastern Atlantic, they discover that its dire implications ripple far beyond the Azores 
beaches. This latest NUMA adventure pits the anti-terrorists against an African dictator who has devised 
an extortion deal impossible to refuse: Pay my price or watch the world's greatest cities reduced to ashes.  

 
Dorsey, Tim            Pineapple Grenade 
Convinced that he may be wasting his considerable talent for mayhem by confining himself to killing bad 
guys one at a time, Serge Storms decides to go global. After he and pal Coleman drive to Miami and check 
into the Royal Poinciana, Serge gets a quick gig exporting cheap souvenirs to third-world countries, but he 
has his eyes on a bigger prize. He and Coleman visit the consulate of Costa Gorda and offer to spy on — 
well, whoever needs spying on. Security kicks them to the curb, convincing Serge they've been hired. On 
their own reconnaissance, the newly minted “secret agents” set off on a surveillance tour of anyone 
involved in Miami’s upcoming Meeting of the Americas Conference. It isn't long before he attracts the 
attention of Lugar and Oxnart, rival CIA field supervisors, each of whom suspects that Serge is the other's 
secret weapon. Don't they realize that Serge belongs to no man, having dedicated himself wholly to Truth, 
Justice and Florida Trivia? Dorsey's 15th pits Serge against what may be the only folks as dysfunctional as 
he is: members of the international intelligence community. 

 
Evison, Jonathan             West of Here 
A century after the late–19th-century settlers of Olympic Peninsula to the west of Seattle set out to build a 
dam; their descendants want to demolish it to bring back fish runs, providing one of the many plots in this 
satisfyingly meaty work from Evison. The scenes of the early settlers track an expedition into the Olympic 
wilderness, and the evolving relations between settlers and the Klallam tribe provide insights into early 
feminism and outline an entrepreneur's dream to build the all-important dam. By comparison, the 
contemporary stories are chock-full of modern woes and malaise, including a Bigfoot watcher and seafood 
plant worker who wishes to relive his glory days as a high school basketball star; an ex-convict who sets 
out into the wilderness to live off the land; and an environmental scientist who is hit with an unexpected 
development. This is a novel about the discovery and rediscovery of nature, starting over, and the 
sometimes piercing reverberations of history. 

 
Grisham, John                  Calico Joe 
It took just one pitch to change the lives of rookie Chicago Cub slugger "Calico Joe" Castle and Mets hurler 
Warren Tracey. The paths of the rookie phenom and the hard-throwing, hard-partying pitcher converged in 
that terrible moment, but it is what they did in the months and years beyond that truly shaped their fate. 

 
Hoag, Tami             Down the Darkest Road 
Four years after the unsolved disappearance of her 16-year-old daughter, Lauren Lawton is the only one 
still chasing the ghosts of her perfect Santa Barbara life. The world has given her daughter up for dead. 
Her husband ended his own life in the aftermath. Even Lauren's younger daughter is desperate to find 
what's left of the childhood she hasn't been allowed to have. Lauren knows exactly who took her oldest 
child, but there is not a shred of evidence against the man. Even as he stalks her family, Lauren is 
powerless to stop him. The Santa Barbara police are handcuffed by the very laws they are sworn to 
uphold. Looking for a fresh start in a town with no memories, Lauren and her younger daughter, Leah, 
move to idyllic Oak Knoll. But when Lauren's suspect turns up in the same city, it feels like history is about 
to repeat itself. Leah Lawton will soon turn 16, and Oak Knoll has a cunning predator on the hunt. Sheriff's 
detective Tony Mendez and his team begin to close in on the suspected killer, desperate to keep the young 



women of their picturesque town safe. But as the investigators sift through the murky circumstances of an 
increasingly disturbing case, a stunning question changes everything they thought they knew. 

 
James, P.D.               Death Comes to Pemberley 
Inspired by a lifelong passion for Jane Austen, in her latest James draws the characters of the beloved 
novel Pride and Prejudice into a tale of murder and emotional mayhem. It is 1803, six years since Elizabeth 
and Darcy embarked on their life together at Pemberley, Darcy’s magnificent estate. Their peaceful, orderly 
world seems almost unassailable. Elizabeth has found her footing as the chatelaine of the great house. 
They have two fine sons, Fitzwilliam and Charles. Elizabeth’s sister Jane and her husband, Bingley, live 
nearby; her father visits often; there is optimistic talk about the prospects of marriage for Darcy’s sister 
Georgiana, and preparations are under way for their much-anticipated annual autumn ball. Then, on the 
eve of the ball, the patrician idyll is shattered. A coach careens up the drive carrying Lydia, Elizabeth’s 
disgraced sister, who with her husband, the very dubious Wickham, has been banned from Pemberley. 
She stumbles out of the carriage, hysterical, shrieking that Wickham has been murdered. With shocking 
suddenness, Pemberley is plunged into mystery in this rare meeting of English literary dames.  
 
Jin, Ha                Nanjing Requiem 
Ha Jin continues his scrupulous excavation of buried truths about Chinese life, paying homage to the 
unsung heroes of the Rape of Nanjing in this eviscerating novel. Anchored in a sea of blood to the 
American-run Jinling Women’s College, this plainspoken tale of atrocities and courage focuses on the 
school’s dean, Minnie Vautrin, a basketball-playing missionary from Illinois, who turned the bucolic campus 
into a refugee camp for thousands of imperiled women and children. Although the real-life Vautrin (1886–
1941) kept a war diary, Ha Jin relies on an imaginary narrator, Anling Gao, Minnie’s smart and steadfast 
second-in-command, who unflinchingly chronicles the occupying Japanese army’s ferocious violence 
against Chinese civilians and the struggles of profoundly traumatized survivors. Although her own family is 
cruelly fractured and her faith in God shaken, Anling stands with Minnie as she confronts the enemy with 
uncommon valor and purpose. Readers with fortitude will discover in Ha Jin’s explicit and unique 
dramatization precisely what it meant to endure this monumental historical hell and the crucial role Minnie 
and other foreigners played in protecting citizens and gathering evidence of war crimes. 

 
Kellerman, Jonathan              Victims 
By all accounts, acid-tongued Vita Berlin hadn’t a friend in the world, but whom did she cross so badly as 
to end up murdered in such a grotesque tableau? One look at her apartment–turned–charnel house 
prompts hard-bitten LAPD detective Milo Sturgis to summon his go-to expert in hunting homicidal maniacs, 
Alex Delaware. But despite his finely honed skills, even Alex is stymied when more slayings occur in the 
same ghastly fashion with no apparent connection among the victims. And the only clue left behind — a 
blank page bearing a question mark — seems to be both a menacing taunt and a cry for help from a killer 
baffled by his own lethal urges. Under pressure to end the bloody spree and prevent a citywide panic, Milo 
redoubles his efforts to discover a link between the disparate victims. Meanwhile, Alex navigates the 
secretive world of mental health treatment, from the sleek office of a Beverly Hills therapist to a shuttered 
mental institution where he once personally honed his craft — and where an unholy alliance between the 
mad and the monstrous may have been sealed in blood. 

 
Khoury, Raymond               The Devil’s Elixir 
Fleeing a gruesome home invasion, former DEA agent Michelle Martinez calls Reilly, her ex-boyfriend, to 
protect her and Alex, the son he didn't know they shared. As Michelle's case unfolds into more than a 
thwarted burglary, the body count rises, and Reilly is suddenly embroiled in a multiagency investigation. 
Narco kingpin Raoul Navarro, who for years has been ingesting a medicinal herb known in 18th-century 
Mexico as the Devil’s Elixir, sees a huge market for the drug if the chemical can be synthesized into a 
convenient pill form. Known as the drug kingpin “El Brujo,” he pursues Martinez and Reilly’s son Alex, 



believing him the means of decoding the formula of the most powerful psychotropic drug ever synthesized. 
Weaponized or distributed, this drug in El Brujo's hands would wreak global havoc. 

 
Lescroart, John                 The Hunter 
Raised by loving adoptive parents, San Francisco P.I. Wyatt Hunt never had an interest in finding his birth 
family — until he gets a chilling text message from an unknown number: "How did ur mother die?" The 
answer is murder, and urged on by curiosity and the mysterious texter Hunt takes on a case he never knew 
existed, one that has lain unsolved for decades. His family's dark past unfurls in dead ends. Child 
Protective Services, who suspected but could never prove that Hunt was being neglected, is uninformed; 
his birth father, twice tried but never convicted of the murder, is in hiding; Evie, his mother's drug-addicted 
religious fanatic of a friend, is untraceable. And who is the texter, and how are they connected to Hunt? In 
the present, time is running out. The texter, who insists the killer is out there, refuses to be identified. The 
cat-and-mouse game leads Hunt across the country and eventually to places far more exotic and far more 
dangerous. As the chase escalates, so does the threat in this shocking, suspenseful tale about the 
skeletons inside family closets ... and the mortal danger outside the front door. 

 
Lively, Penelope                How it all Began 
When Charlotte Rainsford, a retired schoolteacher, is accosted by a petty thief on a London street, the 
consequences ripple across the lives of acquaintances and strangers alike. A marriage unravels after an 
illicit love affair is revealed through an errant cell phone message; a posh yet financially strapped interior 
designer meets a business partner who might prove too good to be true; an old-guard historian tries to 
recapture his youthful vigor with an ill-conceived idea for a TV miniseries; and a middle-aged immigrant 
learns to speak English and reinvents his life with the assistance of some new friends. Through a richly 
conceived and colorful cast of characters, Lively explores the powerful role of chance in people's lives and 
deftly illustrates how our paths can be altered irrevocably by someone we will never even meet. 

 
Livesey, Margot              The Flight of Gemma Hardy 
Fate has not been kind to Gemma Hardy. Orphaned by the age of 10, neglected by a bitter and cruel aunt, 
sent to a boarding school where she is both servant and student, young Gemma seems destined for a life 
of hardship and loneliness. Yet her bright spirit burns strong. Fiercely intelligent, singularly determined, 
Gemma overcomes each challenge and setback, growing stronger and more certain of her path. Now an 
independent young woman with dreams of the future, she accepts a position as an au pair on the remote 
and beautiful Orkney Islands. But Gemma's biggest trial is about to begin ... a journey of passion and 
betrayal that will lead her to a life she's never dreamed of. 

 
Nesbo, Jo                The Leopard 
Two young women are found murdered in Oslo, both drowned in their own blood. Media coverage quickly 
reaches fever pitch: Could this be the work of a serial killer? The crime scenes offer no coherent clues, the 
investigation is stalled, and the one man who might be able to help doesn't want to be found. Traumatized 
by his last case, Inspector Harry Hole has lost himself in the squalor of Hong Kong's opium dens. Yet when 
he is compelled to return to Norway, Harry's buried instincts begin to take over. There is little to go on: a 
piece of rope, a scrap of wool, a bit of gravel, an unexpected connection between the victims. And Harry 
will soon come to understand that he is dealing with a psychopath for whom "insanity is a vital retreat," 
someone who will put him to the test — in both his professional and personal lives — as never before. 

 
Patterson, James            11th Hour 
Investigating the murder of a millionaire who was killed with a weapon linked to the deaths of four San 
Francisco criminals, pregnant detective Lindsay Boxer is horrified to realize that the killer could be among 
her closest friends. 

 
 



Patterson, James          Private Games 
Private, the world's most renowned investigation firm, has been commissioned to provide security for the 
2012 Olympic Games in London. Its agents are the smartest, fastest, and most technologically advanced in 
the world, and 400 of them have been transferred to London to protect over 10,000 competitors who 
represent more than 200 countries. The opening ceremony is still hours away when Private investigator 
and single father of twins, Nigel Steele, is called to the scene of a ruthless murder. A high-ranking member 
of the games' organizing committee and his mistress have been killed. It's clear that it wasn't a crime of 
passion, but one of precise calculation and execution. Newspaper reporter Karen Pope receives a letter 
from a person who calls himself Cronus claiming responsibility for the murders. He also proclaims that he 
will restore the Olympics to their ancient glory and will destroy all who have corrupted the games with lies, 
cheating, and greed. Karen immediately hires Private to examine the letter, and she and Nigel uncover a 
criminal genius who won't stop until he's ended the games for good. 

 
Rice, Anne              The Wolf Gift 
Reuben Golding, in his first serious job as a reporter for the San Francisco Observer, is sent to interview 
Marchent Nideck, an older woman trying to sell a massive timeworn family house in California's redwood 
forest. Reuben is captivated by the rugged setting, the house and its secrets, and the many treasures left 
behind by Marchent's Uncle Felix, who mysteriously disappeared 20 years prior. While staying at the 
house, Reuben is awakened during the night by sounds of an attack. Rushing to help Marchent, he is 
shocked when a hairy beast kills the intruders but stops its assault on Reuben after biting his face. Reuben 
learns that Marchent is dead when he awakens in a San Francisco hospital, and his guilt at his inability to 
save her becomes mixed with astonishment when he learns that she had willed her house to him. He 
begins to register strange physical changes during his recovery, and soon Reuben transforms fully into a 
werewolf when he senses that someone nearby is being victimized, swiftly coming to their aid. That bite 
delivers a "gift" that pulls the Man Wolf toward goodness as well as temptation and opens him to the 
possibility that he is now one of the watching-guardian creatures that have existed since ancient times. 
Each heroic rescue (and concomitant violent killing of the perpetrators) sets off a media frenzy, impelling 
Reuben to retreat into the isolation of his new home. Rice's classic concerns regarding good and evil and 
shifting views of reality play out in this metaphysical tale that is both part creation story, part love story. 

 
Richman, Alyson             The Lost Wife 
Holocaust novels rarely begin with a happy ending, but Richman’s starts with what could be the last 
chapter. Josef and Lenka grow up comfortably in prewar Prague, entering adulthood as Nazi Germany 
rises to power. They marry, and then are separated by the war when Josef’s family gains passage to 
America and Lenka stays behind until her parents can leave as well. Eventually, each thinks the other is 
dead, and their stories unfold in alternating chapters. Lenka’s family is transported to Terezin, a ghetto 
near Prague with concentration-camp-like privations and danger. An art student, she is assigned to create 
commercial art for the Nazis, while an underground group works to document and expose the reality of 
their lives. In America, Josef remarries and starts a new life, but never forgets the past. Lenka survives, 
marries an American soldier, and begins life again. Tragedy and hope, love and loss, and the strength to 
endure are expressed through Richman’s graceful writing and powerful characters, many based on actual 
Holocaust victims and survivors. Even as her novel focuses on the long term cost of World War II on the 
innocent, Richman makes a strong case that even Hitler cannot kill true love. 

 
Shriver, Lionel              The New Republic 
Shriver, a National Book Award finalist, takes on terrorism in her latest novel (which was actually written in 
1998 but is just being released now). Reporter Edgar Kellogg is sent to an imaginary outpost called Barba 
to report on the terrorist activities of the SOB (Os Soldados Ousados de Barba — the Daring Soldiers of 
Barba). He's replacing the larger-than-life Barrington Saddler, who has mysteriously disappeared. The 
book's satire is timely; we see reporters hungering for violence, terrorist outfits clamoring for attention, and 
would-be terrorists rising to positions of respect and prominence. There's also a fascinating plotline that 
raises the question of whether a terrorist group has to be real to be effective. 



Todd, Charles                  The Confession 
British Detective Inspector Ian Rutledge has had the satisfaction of solving some tough cases, but there’s 
no balm to soothe the psychic wounds he suffered as a soldier in World War I. In this entry, set in 1920, 
Rutledge applies his formidable detecting skills to the case of Wyatt Russell, a terminally ill man who 
confesses to murdering his cousin. Rutledge doesn’t believe Russell for a moment and a lunch meeting 
with the dying man does nothing to change his mind. Armed with just a few leads, Rutledge journeys to an 
obscure corner of Essex, where the locals receive him with equal parts loathing and fear. The cold case 
becomes even more chilling when Russell is fatally shot. Rutledge continues to probe, as a singular 
question consumes his thoughts. Why would Russell confess to a crime he didn’t commit? 

 
White, Kate               So Pretty it Hurts 
Bailey Weggins, the Manhattan-based thirty something true-crime journalist, is in a good place. She's 
enjoying her regular gig at Buzz, a leading celebrity magazine, getting freelance work, and hoping her first 
book will garner attention. In the love department, she's finally back in the game with her recently-turned-
exclusive boyfriend, Beau Regan. When Beau heads out of town one early December weekend, Bailey 
accepts an invitation from her office friend Jessie to a music mogul's house in the country, hoping for a fun, 
relaxing getaway. But a weird tension settles over the houseguests — a glamorous crowd that includes the 
famously thin supermodel Devon Barr. An impending snowstorm only adds to the unease. So when 
Devon's lifeless body is found in her bed, Bailey immediately suspects foul play: she can't stop thinking of 
the day before, when a frightened Devon shivered in the woods and pleaded, "I have to get out of here … 
It's not safe for me." When Bailey starts to nose around, she finds herself a moving target — running closer 
to the truth and straight into danger. 

 
Woods, Stuart                   D.C. Dead 
Stone Barrington and his right-hand man, Dino Bacchetti, are summoned to Washington, D.C., to uncover 
the truth about the murder-suicide of two White House employees. President Will Lee and his wife, CIA 
director Katherine Rule Lee, don’t believe that Brix Kendrick bludgeoned his wife, Mimi, to death shortly 
before he took his own life, and ask Stone and Dino to look into the matter with the help of CIA agent Holly 
Barker. Stone and Dino discover that Brix was far from a faithful husband, and he had lovers all over the 
city. As soon as Stone and Dino begin to question Brix’s former lovers, the women start turning up dead  — 
each murdered the same way Mimi Kendrick was. While Holly helps Stone and Dino with their 
investigation, she hopes she can close the door on the pursuit of Teddy Fay. The former CIA operative 
turned assassin has issued an ultimatum: if the CIA doesn’t stop chasing him, he’ll retaliate. 
 

Large Print — Non-fiction 
Alidina, Shamash        Mindfulness for Dummies 
Whether you're suffering from stress, fatigue, or illness or simply want to regain some balance in your life, 
mindfulness meditation will help you attain a more confident and calm outlook. Using breathing and self-
control techniques, this easy-to-follow book and audio CD allow you to let go of negative, distracting 
thoughts. The hands-on advice and guided meditations provide all the tools you need to start living in the 
present and become happier and more energized. 

 
Araton, Harvey              When the Garden was Eden 
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, New York City and the country at large, was marked by political tumult, 
social unrest — and arguably, the best professional basketball ever played. This is the definitive account of 
how the New York Knickerbockers won their first and only championships, and in the process provided the 
nation no small escape from the Vietnam War, the tragedy at Kent State, and the last vestiges of Jim Crow. 
Araton not only traces the history of New York’s beloved franchise but profiles the lives and careers of one 
of sports’ all-time great teams reliving their most glorious triumphs, bitter rivalries, and casting light on a 
time when the Garden — Madison Square — was its own sort of Eden. 

 



Arkin, Alan                     An Improvised Life 
The author looks back on his career as an actor, but this memoir forgoes the backstage gossip and star-
studded anecdotes. In fact, the Arkin largely ignores his accomplishments in favor of charting his inner 
evolution as an artist, focusing on intellectual and spiritual epiphanies that have shaped his approach to 
acting. Arkin's approach to autobiography is a bit unexpected — the intensely earnest tone is distinctly at 
odds with his familiar brusque, comedic persona — but rewarding, as the author illustrates the principles of 
his acting philosophy with a wealth of concrete details taken directly from his experience. His basic premise 
is that good acting is born of an actor's commitment to the present moment, an embrace of spontaneity and 
willingness to give up rigid control. This Zen-like approach, which largely consists of the actor getting out of 
his own way, is hardly revolutionary, but Arkin has a knack for making it feel fresh and sensible. He also 
displays a refreshing lack of egocentrism; many of the most profound lessons he recounts are the result of 
watching other actors, often amateurs, struggle with the challenges of improvisation laid out in his 
workshops. His experiences with individual psychotherapy, ongoing study of Eastern thought and 
philosophy, and improvisational workshops also infuse this narrative of the blossoming of an actor. 
 
Bach, David               Debt Free for Life 
In his latest, bestselling Bach gives readers the knowledge, the tools, and the mindset needed to get out of 
debt and achieve financial freedom. Bach unveils the Debt Wise program that empowers readers to pare 
down debt automatically, offering a revolutionary approach to adopt a whole new way of living — debt free. 
You’ll learn how to calculate your Debt Freedom Day:  the actual date you will be completely free of debt.  
And you’ll discover that when you are debt free, you need a lot less money to live on. You can retire, even 
with a smaller nest egg — perhaps earlier than you expected. 

 
Bergreen, Laurence          Columbus: the Four Voyages 
Columbus's first voyage to the New World was one of the formative events of human history. In his book, 
Bergreen seeks to illuminate the complex motivations and historical circumstances that shaped the 
explorer's life, and the inquisitive, stubborn, and supremely self-assured nature that led him to sail to the 
end of the world and beyond. Focusing on the lesser-known events of Columbus's three later voyages and 
his disastrous, near-genocidal rule in Hispaniola, Bergreen's captivating narrative reveals a man obsessed 
to the point of delusion with acquiring gold and sending it back to Spain, perpetually unsure whether he 
should convert, enslave, or annihilate the natives he encountered, and dismissive of the continent he 
discovered, forever hoping to escape America and find a quick passage to the riches of China and India 
just beyond the next wave. His last voyage ended in a shipwreck, and Columbus died in 1503 disgraced, 
exhausted, and demoralized, although the toll of his voyages was surely felt more keenly by the oppressed 
indigenous peoples than by the admiral himself.   
 

Blum, Howard          The Floor of Heaven 
In the last decade of the 19th century, “The Wild West” had been tamed and its fierce, independent, and 
often violent larger-than-life figures: gun-toting wanderers, trappers, prospectors, Indian fighters, cowboys, 
and lawmen are now victims of their own success. They are heroes who’ve outlived their usefulness. But 
when gold is discovered in Alaska and the adjacent Canadian Klondike, a new frontier suddenly looms: an 
immense, unexplored territory filled with frozen waterways, dark spruce forests, and towering mountains 
capped by glistening layers of snow and ice. A giddy mix of greed and lust for adventure ignites a 
stampede. Fleeing the depths of a worldwide economic depression and driven by starry-eyed visions of 
vast wealth, tens of thousands rush northward. Joining this throng of greenhorns and grifters, whores and 
highwaymen, are three unforgettable men. This riveting, true-life tale follows Charlie Siringo, a sharp-
shooting cowboy who, after futilely trying to settle down with his new bride, becomes one of the Pinkerton 
Detective Agency’s shrewdest; George Carmack, a California-born American Marine who’s adopted by an 
Indian tribe, raises a family with a Taglish squaw, makes the discovery that starts off the Yukon Gold Rush 
— becoming fabulously rich; and Soapy Smith, a sly and inventive predator-conman who rules a vast 
criminal empire. As readers follow this trio’s lives, they’re led into a perplexing mystery. A fortune in gold 
bars has somehow been stolen from the fortress-like Treadwell Mine in Juneau, Alaska, with no clues as to 



how the thieves made off with such an immensely heavy cargo. Charged by the Pinkerton Agency with 
retrieving the fortune is Charlie Siringo who discovers that, to run the thieves to ground, he must embark 
on a rugged cross-territory odyssey that will lead him across frigid waters and through a frozen wilderness. 
Ultimately, he’ll have his quarry in his sights, but he must face down Soapy Smith and his gang of 300 
cutthroats. At once a compelling true-life mystery and an unforgettable portrait of a time in America’s 
history when thousands were in pursuit of riches so unimaginable as to be worth any price, this is also an 
exhilarating tribute to the courage and undaunted spirit of the men and women who helped shape America. 

 
Bure, Candace Cameron               Reshaping it All 
Millions first met Candace Cameron Bure when she costarred on the hit television series Full House. 
Today, she is that rare Hollywood working mom who maintains a normal life — no trainer, no nanny, no 
chef — and is outspoken about her Christian faith and how it has helped overcome certain obstacles ... like 
a serious struggle with food. More than a biography, she hopes her story here will be a motivational tool to 
put readers on the right track toward a better physical and spiritual fitness regimen that really lasts. In 
addition to practical advice and fun stories from her family and career, Candace offers her biblical 
perspective on appetite and self-control that will encourage any woman. 

 
Burleigh, Nina             The Fatal Gift of Beauty 
The 2007 murder of 22-year-old British student Meredith Kercher in Perugia, Italy, captured the world's 
attention because of the woman eventually convicted of killing her: 20-year-old Seattle native and fellow 
student Amanda Knox. Burleigh examines the intertwined lives of the students and the media circus 
surrounding the trial in this powerful example of narrative nonfiction. In July 2007, Knox moved into a 
house shared with Kercher and two older Italian women. On November 2, Kercher was found with her 
throat slit in her bedroom, and Knox and Raffaele Sollecito — whom she'd started seeing only a few days 
earlier — were first on the scene. Giuliano Mignini, the notoriously tough Perugian prosecutor, charged 
them with murder, adding their acquaintance Rudy Guede when evidence placed him at the crime scene. 
The protracted trial was awash with what Burleigh describes as faulty forensic evidence and testimony that 
was more rumor than substantiated fact, but Knox was convicted and sentenced to 26 years in prison; she 
is appealing her conviction. Burleigh, who parses how the Knox trial was perhaps tainted, still presents a 
fair and unbiased portrait of a girl adrift in a foreign legal system and a culture rife with preconceptions 
about young American women. Here, she shows, quite convincingly, that Knox and her co-defendant have 
been victims of a serious miscarriage of justice. Perhaps more importantly, she explains why, showing the 
case to be the product of cultural misunderstanding between Italy and the U.S. 

 
Catt, Michael            Courageous Living 
Because it is important to take a faithful, fearless stand in so many areas of life, pastor Catt brings fresh 
insight to stories of people in the Bible who displayed great courage when it would have been easier to 
play it safe. Drawing from Biblical accounts in both Old and New Testaments, readers will catch a new 
wind of bravery in the bold accounts of Abraham ("The Courage to Get Going"), Nehemiah ("The Courage 
to Face Criticism"), and Ruth ("The Courage to Face an Uncertain Future”). 

 
Clinton, Bill             Back to Work 
President Bill Clinton gives us his views on the challenges facing the U.S. today and why government 
matters — presenting his ideas on restoring economic growth, job creation, financial responsibility, 
resolving the mortgage crisis, and pursuing a strategy to get us "back in the future business.” He explains 
how we got into the current economic crisis, and offers specific recommendations on how we can put 
people back to work, increase bank lending and corporate investment, double our exports, restore our 
manufacturing base, and create new businesses. He supports President Obama’s emphasis on green 
technology, saying that changing the way we produce and consume energy is the strategy most likely to 
spark a fast-growing economy while enhancing our national security. Clinton also stresses that we need a 
strong private sector and a smart government working together to restore prosperity and progress, 



demonstrating that whenever we’ve given in to the temptation to blame government for all our problems, 
we’ve lost our ability to produce sustained economic growth and shared prosperity. Lastly, Clinton states, 
in the real world, cooperation works much better than conflict. 

 
Collins, Judy               Sweet Judy Blue Eyes 
Collins became a folk icon, rather accidentally: she was a classical pianist who had largely grown up in 
Denver, to a blind, hard-drinking father who read Dylan Thomas in Braille and hosted a radio literary 
program. She was married and with a young child when her husband suggested that she get a job at 
Michael's Pub in Boulder singing the folk songs she loved. Steeped in the work of Jo Stafford and Elton 
Hayes, later songs by Woody Guthrie and Pete Seeger, Collins was a natural troubadour of traditional 
ballads like 'The Gypsy Rover' and 'Maid of Constant Sorrow' and gradually made a name for herself on 
the circuit. She secured a long-running record deal with Elektra by 1961, when she was 22. Her memoir 
portrays the now legendary talent she rubbed shoulders with, especially songwriters like Joni Mitchell, 
Stephen Stills, and Leonard Cohen, and captures a time in the musical scene replete with experimental 
drugs and sex, while her encroaching alcoholism stalks her story darkly. By 1978, when she concludes in 
this forthright work, she had made scores of records — and quit drinking to save her life. 
 

Davenport-Hines, Richard           Voyagers of the Titanic 
It has been 100 years since the sinking of the passenger liner Titanic in the North Atlantic, yet worldwide 
fascination with the epic tragedy remains as strong as ever. An entire class structure, and its ethnic and 
gender stereotyping, goes down with the ship in this richly textured study of the 1912 Titanic catastrophe. 
Davenport-Hines (Proust at the Majestic) focuses on the pre-iceberg ship as a microcosm of Edwardian 
society: first class the redoubt of plutocrats, brittle manners and social snubbing, diamonds and haute 
couture; second class a genteel haven for school-teachers, ministers, and bounders on the make; third 
class awash in hopeful immigrant strivers; the proletarian crew toiling beside hellish coal furnaces or 
kowtowing to imperious state-room divas. It’s a world of finely graded, contemptuous distinctions — signs 
on the ship prohibited the mingling of classes — which the author embroiders with vivid biographical 
sketches of passengers from the squirrely tycoon John Jacob Astor to the forgotten denizens of steerage. 
Then, in the author’s well-paced, judicious account of the sinking, the reigning verities of upper-crust, 
Anglo-Saxon competence and chivalry capsize in a flounder of well-intentioned bungling. (Men were 
sternly turned away from lifeboats that were then launched half-empty because many women were too 
timid — or brave — to board them.) Davenport-Hines gives us a meticulous, engrossing recreation of one 
of the world’s most enduring disasters and the social reality that shaped it. 
 

Eliot, Marc            Steve McQueen: a Biography 
On-screen and off, in Eliot's portrait of film star McQueen (1930–1980), he emerges as a singularly petty 
and unpleasant personality who left a meager cinematic legacy completely out of proportion with his 
enduring status as an icon of mid-20th-century "cool." In this telling, McQueen's less-than-impressive 
filmography is the result of the star's persistent small-mindedness, as he habitually gravitated toward 
working with directors he could dominate and turned down promising roles — he could have been the 
Sundance Kid, but walked when he couldn't get top billing over rival Paul Newman — out of spite, laziness 
and easily injured ego. A hardscrabble childhood led to a period of small-time criminality and military 
service before McQueen drifted into acting, attracted to the profession for its many opportunities to smoke 
dope and tryst with pretty young actresses. Eliot's matter-of-fact recounting of McQueen's gluttonous 
appetite for drugs, compulsive womanizing, sickening instances of wife-beating and petulant bullying are 
difficult to stomach, as they seem less like the torments of a complicated artist than the sordid habits of a 
profoundly spoiled, selfish, bitter man. A dispiriting account of a great star and not-so-great human being. 
 
Evanier, David              All the Things You Are 
This first complete biography of singing legend Tony Bennett tells the incredible story of his life and 60-
year career. From his impoverished New York City childhood through his first chart-topping hits, from 
liberating a concentration camp to his civil rights struggles, from his devastating personal and career 



battles and addiction in the 1970's to his stunning comeback and emergence as a musical statesman, role 
model and mentor: Bennett remains an unmatched interpreter of the American songbook. This biography 
takes a candid, unvarnished look at the amazing life of one of America's most enduring musical icons. 

 
Giffords, Gabrielle & Kelly, Mark            Gabby: a Story of Courage and Hope 
As individuals, Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords and her husband, astronaut Mark Kelly, showed 
Americans how optimism, an adventurous spirit, and a call to service can help change the world. As a 
couple, they became a national example of the healing power to be found in deeply shared love and 
courage. On January 8, 2011, while meeting with her constituents in Tucson, Arizona, Gabby was the 
victim of an assassination attempt that left six people dead and 13 wounded. Gabby was shot in the head; 
doctors called her survival “miraculous.” As the nation grieved and sought to understand the attack, Gabby 
remained in private, focused on her against-all-odds recovery. Mark spent every possible moment by her 
side, as he also prepared for his final mission as commander of space shuttle Endeavour. Now, as 
Gabby’s health continues to improve, the couple is sharing their remarkable untold story. Intimate, 
inspiring, and unforgettably moving, their book provides an unflinching look at the overwhelming challenges 
of brain injury, the painstaking process of learning to communicate again, and the responsibilities that fall 
to a loving spouse who wants the best possible treatment for his wife. Told in Mark’s voice and from 
Gabby’s heart, the book also chronicles the lives that brought these two extraordinary people together  — 
their humor, their ambitions, their sense of duty, their long-distance marriage, and their desire for family. 
 

Guinn, Jeff              The Last Gunfight 
On the afternoon of October 26, 1881, in a vacant lot in Tombstone, Arizona, a confrontation between eight 
armed men erupted in a deadly shootout. The Gunfight at the O.K. Corral would shape how future 
generations came to view the Old West. Wyatt Earp, Doc Holliday, and the Clantons became the stuff of 
legends, symbolic of a frontier populated by good guys in white hats and villains in black ones. It’s a 
colorful story — but the truth is even better. Drawing on new material from private collections — including 
diaries, letters, and Wyatt Earp’s own hand-drawn sketch of the shootout’s conclusion — as well as 
archival research, Jeff Guinn gives us a startlingly different and far more fascinating picture of what actually 
happened that day in Tombstone and why. 

 
Hammond, Darrell         God, If You’re Not Up There, I’m F*cked 
For years, it seemed almost impossible to be a celebrity and not be mimicked by Saturday Night veteran 
Darrell Hammond. Among his record-setting 107 impersonations were Bill Clinton, Dick Cheney, Al Gore, 
John McCain, Regis Philbin, John Travolta, Donald Trump, and, of course, Sean Connery. Hammond's 
talents as a chameleon might make some people forget that his stint on SNL (1995-2009) was longer than 
that of any other cast member. This brutally honest, sometimes savagely funny memoir touches on his 
comedic career, but also grapples with the childhood abuse that led to alcoholism, self-mutilation, and 
psychiatric hospitalizations. A striking account of personal recovery, this funny man's serious life can be an 
inspiration to all. 

 
Hingson, Michael             Thunder Dog 
Growing up blind, the author came to rely on the dedication, loyalty, and courage of guide dogs at a very 
young age. Guide dogs helped him navigate through grade school, college, and his first jobs. But it was a 
beautiful and storm-shy Labrador retriever with a golden coat who would help save his life. The chilling 
account of how the two worked in tandem to safely descend 78 floors and 1,463 steps, while 
simultaneously helping others remain calm, is truly awe-inspiring. A decade has not muted the horrors of 
9/11, and Hingson and co-writer Flory do a magnificent job of relating what it was like in the aftermath of 
the attack. That account alone would have been a worthy and important endeavor, but the authors go 
beyond that, offering both an illuminating look at the realities blind people face every day and the 
astounding capabilities of seeing-eye dogs. This is the story of a four-legged superhero named Roselle, 
who led her owner out of the ruins of the World Trade Center. 



Holley, Michael                  War Room 
From the front office to the draft room, the author provides an intimate look at three NFL teams — the New 
England Patriots, the Kansas City Chiefs, and the Atlanta Falcons — and the men who built them. Patriots 
head coach Bill Belichick, with protégés Thomas Dimitroff and Scott Pioli, created a dynasty in New 
England that won three Super Bowls in four years. With fly-on-the-wall immediacy, Holley chronicles their 
unorthodox approach, even as Pioli and Dimitroff became general managers of, respectively, the Chiefs 
and the Falcons. This overview begins in 1991 with Belichick as head coach of the Cleveland Browns and 
concludes following the 2011 NFL draft and player lockout. Holley objectively captures on-and-off field 
episodes and humanizes his subjects with reports of job interviews, dinner conversations, private 
meetings, and personal traumas. 

 
Horwitz, Tony                  Midnight Rising 
Plotted in secret, launched in the dark, John Brown's raid on Harpers Ferry was a pivotal moment in U.S. 
history, but few know the true story of the men and women who launched a desperate strike at the 
slaveholding South. Brown, a descendant of New England Puritans, saw slavery as a sin against America's 
founding principles. Unlike most abolitionists, he was willing to take up arms, and in 1859 he prepared for 
battle at a hideout in Maryland, joined by his teenage daughter, three of his sons, and a guerrilla band that 
included former slaves and a dashing spy. On October 17, the raiders seized Harpers Ferry, stunning the 
nation and prompting a counterattack led by Robert E. Lee. After Brown's capture, his defiant eloquence 
galvanized the North and appalled the South, which considered Brown a terrorist. The raid also helped 
elect Abraham Lincoln, who later began to fulfill Brown's dream with the Emancipation Proclamation, a 
measure he called "a John Brown raid, on a gigantic scale." Horwitz's riveting book considers antebellum 
America and delivers a telling portrait of a nation divided — a time that still resonates in ours. 

 
Isaacson, Walter             Steve Jobs: a Life 
From the author of the bestselling biographies of Benjamin Franklin and Albert Einstein, this is the 
exclusive biography of Steve Jobs. Based on more than 40 interviews with Jobs conducted over two years 
— as well as interviews with more than 100 family members, friends, adversaries, competitors, and 
colleagues — Isaacson has written a riveting story of the roller-coaster life and searingly intense 
personality of a creative entrepreneur whose passion for perfection and ferocious drive revolutionized six 
industries: personal computers, animated movies, music, phones, tablet computing, and digital publishing. 
At a time when America is seeking ways to sustain its innovative edge, and when societies around the 
world are trying to build digital-age economies, Jobs stands as the ultimate icon of inventiveness and 
applied imagination. He knew that the best way to create value in the 21st-century was to connect creativity 
with technology. He built a company where leaps of the imagination were combined with remarkable feats 
of engineering. Although Jobs cooperated with this book, he asked for no control over what was written or 
even the right to read it before it was published. He put nothing off-limits. He encouraged the people he 
knew to speak honestly. And Jobs speaks candidly, sometimes brutally so, about the people he worked 
with and competed against. His friends, foes, and colleagues provide an unvarnished view of the passions, 
perfectionism, obsessions, artistry, devilry, and compulsion for control that shaped his approach to 
business and the innovative products that resulted. Driven by demons, Jobs could drive those around him 
to fury and despair. But his personality and products were interrelated. His tale is instructive and 
cautionary, filled with lessons about innovation, character, leadership, and values. 

 
Johnson, Abby                  Unplanned 
Abby Johnson quit her job in October 2009. That simple act became a national news story because Abby 
was the director of a Planned Parenthood clinic in Texas who, after participating in an actual abortion 
procedure for the first time, walked down the street to join the Coalition for Life. In this personal drama of a 
courtroom battle and spiritual transformation, the author shares her journey to pro-life activist. 

 
 



Johnson, Donna        Holy Ghost Girl: a Memoir 
Johnson spent her childhood in the 1960s and 1970s traveling the America's South with revivalist preacher 
Brother David Terrell, a hugely popular, itinerant Holy Roller. But life under the tent — and under Terrell's 
control — was far from easy, and Johnson eloquently recounts this uncommon upbringing shaped by 
constant upheaval and her increasingly fraught conception of faith. Johnson's mother, Carolyn, joined 
Terrell's circuit as an organist after a failed marriage, when Johnson was three. Terrell, a Pentecostal 
"sawdust-trail preacher" struggled to find his footing on the evangelical circuit until an instance of alleged 
faith healing made him a sensation; his tent crowds soon numbered in the thousands. Yet despite his 
success among raucous tent meetings, day-to-day life for the Terrell family and those in the inner circle 
remained difficult. Bills went unpaid and food was scarce. As she gets older, Johnson realizes that Terrell's 
life is anything but sinless: he fathers numerous children with other women (including three with Johnson's 
mother) and is later arrested for tax evasion. Leaving the tent circuit for good at 16 gave Johnson the 
perspective she needed for this fascinating tale of life with a "con man, a prophet, a performer. 

 
Katz, Jon              Going Home: Finding Peace when Pets Die 
The life expectancy of cats has nearly doubled since 1930 and, depending on breed, the average dog lives 
from eight to 16 years, but there is no avoiding the fact that you will probably outlive your beloved pet. In 
this touchstone about the most difficult part of pet ownership, Katz points out that companion animals often 
play a larger role in one's daily life than friends or even children, and their deaths can be shockingly 
powerful. With simple prose, the author aims to assist pet owners through the grieving process by 
providing advice, anecdotal reflections on the lives of animals and personal stories regarding Katz ’s and 
other owners' loss. Readers with ailing pets will find this book particularly useful, as it outlines many ways 
to prepare for an animal's encroaching death, such as discussing when an owner should make the difficult 
choice to euthanize, and providing ideas like having a "perfect day" that involves doing everything the pet 
enjoys. Readers will find this book refreshing in its honest depiction of grief over pet loss. 

 
Kirkby, Mary-Ann            I am Hutterite 
Ann-Marie Dornn was born into a reclusive and extraordinary Hutterite colony near Portage la Prairie, 
where she spent her childhood. When she was 10-years old her parents packed up their seven children 
and a handful of possessions and left the security of the colony to start a new life. Overnight they were 
thrust into a world they didn't understand, a world that did not understand them. Before she left the colony, 
Mary-Ann had never tasted macaroni and cheese or ridden a bike. She had never heard of Walt Disney or 
rock-and-roll. She was forced to reinvent herself, denying her heritage to fit in with her peers. With great 
humor, Kirkby describes how she adapted to popular culture; and with raw honesty, she writes of her 
family's deep sense of loss for their community. More than a history lesson, this is a powerful tale of 
retracing steps and understanding how our beginnings often define us. Controversial and acclaimed by the 
Hutterite community, Kirkby's book unveils the rich history and traditions of her people, giving us a rare and 
intimate portrait of an extraordinary way of life. 
 
Klam, Julie              Love at First Bark 
Klam focuses here on dog rescue, and its healing power not only for the dogs who are cared for and able 
to find good homes, but also for the people who bond with these animals. With wit and warmth, Julie Klam 
chronicles her adventures in finding a home for the world’s sweetest pit bull, fostering a photogenic special-
needs terrier, and diving under a train to save an injured stray in New Orleans. Along the way, she finds 
that helping dogs in their fight to survive puts our own problems in perspective, and shows that caring for 
others, be they canine or human, can sometimes be the best way to care for ourselves. A hilarious and 
moving testament to the powerful bond between people and dogs, this is a book for anyone whose life has 
been changed — for the better — by an animal. 

  
 
 



Krasnow, Iris         The Secret Lives of Wives 
America’s high divorce rate is well known. But little attention has been paid to the flip side: couples who 
creatively manage to build marriages that are lasting longer than we ever thought possible. To find out 
how, bestselling journalist Krasnow interviewed more than 200 wives whose marriages have survived for 
15 to 70 years. In raw, candid, sometimes titillating stories, Krasnow’s cast of wise women give voice to the 
truth about marriage and the importance of maintaining a strong sense of self apart from the relationship. 
In every case, the marriage operates on many tracks, giving both spouses license to pursue the question 
“Who am I apart from my marriage?” 
 
Kyle, Chris                American Sniper 
From 1999 to 2009, U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle recorded the most career sniper kills in U.S. military 
history. The Pentagon has officially confirmed more than 150 of Kyle’s kills (the previous American record 
was 109), but it has declined to verify the astonishing total number for this book. Iraqi insurgents feared 
Kyle so much they named him al-Shaitan (“the devil”) and placed a bounty on his head. Kyle earned 
legendary status among his fellow SEALs, Marines, and U.S. Army soldiers, whom he protected with 
deadly accuracy from rooftops and stealth positions. Kyle served four combat tours in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom and elsewhere. For his bravery in battle, he was awarded two Silver Stars, five Bronze Stars with 
Valor, two Navy and Marine Corps Achievement Medals, and one Navy and Marine Corps Commendation. 
Following his combat deployments, he became chief instructor for training Naval Special Warfare Sniper 
and Counter-Sniper teams, and he authored the Naval Special Warfare Sniper Doctrine. Today, he is a 
world-class leader in training and security and lives with his family in Texas, where he devotes much of his 
spare time to helping disabled veterans. Here he tells not only his story, but that of SEAL Team 3, also 
offering space for wife Taya to reveal the strains of a military marriage. 

 
Lachs, Mark M.D.        What your Doctor WON’T Tell you About Getting Older 
Aging well frequently involves feeling your way blindly through a complex medical world: dealing with 
multiple doctors, facing baffling financial decisions, and figuring out whether you or a parent needs care 
outside the home. This book turns the lights on potential pitfalls and illuminating a way around them. An 
indispensible survival guide, it gathers all the information you need to have but that too often doctors just 
don't give you. Writing with great experience and good humor, renowned geriatrician Lachs explains how to 
choose your doctors, stay out of the emergency room, plan financially for retirement, outfit your house to 
stay safe, and, most important, how to have as many healthy years as possible. 

 
Lewis, Michael           Boomerang: Travels in the New Third World 
Essentially an offbeat travelogue, bestselling Lewis's latest examines the recent global financial crisis by 
visiting the locales that have faltered beyond reasonable expectation. In a distinctly anthropological 
approach, he provides vivid depictions of how particular cultural values contributed to such a bizarre, 
devastating series of events. Lewis simplifies complex financial systems without condescension, applies a 
degree of rationality to absurd decisions, and presents key individuals' profiles without denigration. Dark, 
deadpan humor is injected throughout: Iceland as a nation of fishermen-cum-hedge fund managers with 
"no idea what they were doing”; Greece's "fantastic mess” of scandalous monasteries, tax-evasion and top-
down corruption; Ireland's busted banks and stratospheric losses debilitating a now "distinctly third world” 
country. Germany is singled-out for its "preternatural love of rules” and naiveté regarding the so-called 
"riskless asset” while California tops the list of "America's scariest financial places” following their ratings 
downgrade and piling debts. Easily devoured in one sitting, Lewis manages to gracefully explain what 
happened with a unique regard for both the strengths and weaknesses of humankind. 

 
Meyer, Joyce                   Love Out Loud  
According to Meyer, loving one’s self in a balanced, healthy manner is essential in order to have healthy 
relationships with God, ourselves and others. Drawing upon her previous work and teaching series, the 
author examines the three loves that she believes we've been commanded to exhibit. 



Moreno, Dr. Mike                 The 17 Day Diet 
Dr. Mike Moreno’s revolutionary program adjusts your body metabolically so that you burn fat day in and 
day out. The program is structured around four 17 day cycles: Accelerate — the rapid weight loss portion 
that helps flush sugar and fat storage from your system. Activate — the metabolic restart portion with 
alternating low and high calorie days to help shed body fat. Achieve — this phase is about learning to 
control portions and introducing new fitness routines. Arrive — a combination of the first three cycles to 
keep good habits up for good. Each cycle changes your calorie count and the food that you’re eating. The 
variation that Dr. Mike calls ‘body confusion’ keeps your metabolism guessing, meaning you can expect big 
changes in the first 17 days alone. This is not a diet that relies on a tiny list of approved foods, grueling 
exercise routines, or unrealistic calorie counts that leave you hungry and unfulfilled. Moderation and proper 
portions are key factors in the 17 Day Diet — the trick is to figure out the foods and routines that work best 
with your real lifestyle. 

 
Newton, Jim        Eisenhower: the White House Years 
Eisenhower (1890–1969) could have run for president for either party but was temperamentally inclined to 
the Republicans. After a landslide victory, he chose a strong cabinet with a variety of opinions, from the 
fierce Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, to Attorney General Herbert Brownell, who supported the 
nascent civil-rights movement. LA Times editor Newton points out that every incoming president believes 
that the nation is in crisis, and few doubted this in 1953. The Korean War was entering its third year of 
bloody stalemate; communism seemed on the march abroad with McCarthy's anticommunist hysteria 
spreading confusion at home. Within a year, the war had ended, McCarthy had self-destructed and 
Eisenhower — not Dulles, insists Newton — was conducting the Cold War with good sense. The author 
explains his lackluster performance on civil rights on the weak grounds that he was a man of his times with 
many segregationist friends and little sympathy for blacks. Yet, by the standards of today's Republicans, 
Eisenhower was a liberal who accepted New Deal social programs, showed no interest in massive tax 
cuts, and opposed America's enemies while refusing to support a military buildup. Although contemporary 
observers described him as an amiable, inarticulate figurehead, his reputation has risen since. 

 
Oates, Joyce Carol               A Widow’s Story 
Early one morning in February 2008, Oates drove her husband of 48 years, Raymond Smith, to the 
Princeton Medical Center where he was admitted with pneumonia. There, he developed a virulent 
opportunistic infection and died just one week later. Suddenly and unexpectedly alone, Oates staggered 
through her days and nights trying desperately just to survive Smith's death and the terrifying loneliness 
that his death brought. In her typically probing fashion, she navigates her way through the choppy waters 
of grief, at first refusing to accept her new identity as a widow. In the end, Oates finds meaning, much, she 
compares, like many of the writer Tolstoy's characters, in the small acts that make up and sustain ordinary 
life. When she finds an earring she thought she'd lost in a garbage can that raccoons have overturned, she 
reflects, "If I have lost the meaning of my life, and the love of my life, I might still find small treasured things 
amid the spilled and pilfered trash." At times overly self-conscious, (Oates is honest and forthcoming about 
her fears, dazed state, and outer mien vs. inner terror), she nevertheless shines a bright light in every 
corner in her soul-searing, beautifully written, and very affecting book. 

  
O’Neal, Shaquille               Shaq Uncut 
During his 19-year NBA career, Shaquille O'Neal scored 28,596 points, including 5,935 free throws, 13,099 
rebounds, 3,026 assists, 2,732 blocks, and 15 All-Star appearances. But aggregate numbers are the least 
part of this mammoth center's story. In this sometimes disarmingly candid autobiography, he opens up 
about his difficult childhood, his triumphs, his feuds, his mistakes, and his multiple careers. 

 
O’Reilly, Bill            Killing Lincoln 
Political commentator O’Reilly takes on the “most spectacular assassination conspiracy in the history of 
man” in the form of a thriller in this rendition of Lincoln’s murder. In it, he and his co-author attempt to 



resurrect a theory that secretary of war Stanton was involved in the conspiracy to kill the president, vice-
president, and secretary of state. They concede the contention has been “repudiated and dismissed by the 
vast majority of trained historians,” and yet allude to it frequently. Inaccuracies and anachronisms (e.g., 
referring to Grant’s “photograph” in newspapers although until the 1880s only engravings were possible) 
mar the account. Well-documented and equally riveting histories are available for readers interested in 
Lincoln’s assassination; still, this narrative reads with excitement, as, in the midst of the patriotic 
celebrations in Washington D.C., John Wilkes Booth — charismatic ladies' man and impenitent racist — 
murders the President at Ford's Theatre. A furious manhunt ensues and Booth immediately becomes the 
country's most wanted fugitive. Lafayette C. Baker, a smart but shifty New York detective and former Union 
spy, unravels the string of clues leading to Booth, while federal forces track his accomplices. The thrilling 
chase ends in a fiery shootout and a series of court-ordered executions — including that of the first woman 
ever executed by the U.S. government, Mary Surratt. Featuring some of history's most remarkable figures, 
vivid detail, and page-turning action, O’Reilly’s flawed re-telling is a page-turner. 

 
Orlean, Susan        Rin Tin Tin: the Life and the Legend 
Orlean spent nearly 10 years researching and reporting the story of a dog that was born in 1918 and never 
died. It begins on a battlefield in France during World War I, when a young American soldier, Lee Duncan, 
discovered a newborn German shepherd in the ruins of a bombed-out dog kennel. To Duncan, who came 
of age in an orphanage, the dog’s survival was a miracle. He saw something in Rin Tin Tin that he felt 
compelled to share with the world. Duncan brought Rinty home to California, where the dog’s athleticism 
and acting ability drew the attention of Warner Bros. Over the next 10 years, Rinty starred in 23 
blockbuster silent films that saved the studio from bankruptcy and made him the most famous dog in the 
world. At the height of his popularity, Rin Tin Tin was Hollywood’s number one box office star. During the 
decades that followed, Rinty and his descendants rose and fell with the times, making a tumultuous 
journey from silent films to talkies, from black-and-white to color, from radio programs to one of the most 
popular television shows of the baby boom era. At its core, this is a poignant exploration of the enduring 
bond between humans and animals. It is also a richly textured history of 20th-century entertainment and 
entrepreneurship. It spans 90 years and explores everything from the shift in status of dogs from working 
farmhands to beloved family members, from the birth of obedience training to the evolution of dog 
breeding, from the rise of Hollywood to the past and present of dogs in war. This is a thoroughly 
researched work that will please a wide audience, especially those who remember this noble canine hero.  

 
Quindlen, Anna                Lots of Candles, Plenty of Cake 
A humorous, sage memoir from the Pulitzer winner and acclaimed novelist, Quindlen's latest book is full of 
the counsel and ruminations many of us wish we could learn young. The death of her mother from cancer 
when she was 19 had a profound effect on the author, instilling in her the certainty that "life was short, and 
therefore it made [her] both driven and joyful" and happy to have "the privilege of aging." In her sincere and 
amusing style, the author reflects on feminism, raising her children, marriage and menopause. She muses 
on the perception of youth and her own changing body image — one of the "greatest gifts [for women] of 
growing older is trusting your own sense of yourself." More threads on which the author meditates in this 
purposeful book: gender issues, the joy of solitude, the difference between being alone and being lonely, 
retirement and religion. For her, "one of the greatest glories of growing older is the willingness to ask why, 
and getting no good answer, deciding to follow my own inclinations and desires. Asking why is the way to 
wisdom." 

 
Scottoline, Lisa & Serritella, Francesca      Best Friends, Occasional Enemies 
These slice-of-life vignettes from a mother-daughter duo bestselling novelist Scottoline and daughter 
Serritella who write the “Chick Wit” column at the Philadelphia Inquirer and have co-authored two previous 
books of nonfiction share a similar anecdotal style, bemusement and brevity. Writing in the tradition of 
American humorists such as Erma Bombeck, they consider events with aplomb as they chat about what it’s 
like to be a mother and daughter who share interests, clothes, dating woes — and  the occasional dustup. 

 



Shatner, William           Shatner Rules 
The galaxy's most famous starship captain offers a mostly tongue-in-cheek guide to his rules for living, 
complete with anecdotes and life lessons. Eighty years old and still going strong with multiple TV shows, 
films, books and appearances (all of which he promotes tirelessly within these pages), Shatner's lust for life 
shines through. The book apes the familiar self-help format, with the rules used as starting points for funny 
and poignant anecdotes from his "unique, strange, and wonderful" life.  Shatner is a true raconteur, and in 
between the jokes there are surprisingly profound ruminations on life and death from someone whose 
career in the spotlight stretches from the early days of TV to the age of Twitter. Much of the ground 
covered here will be familiar to readers of his autobiography, Up Till Now (2008), including Shatner's 
feelings about his former Trek cast-mates' public criticisms and the tragic 1999 drowning death of his wife 
Nerine. However, his legions of fans probably won't mind, or be put off by his outsized personality, though 
they may think twice about shouting "Beam me up, Scotty!" when they encounter him.  

 
Stanton, Maureen        Killer Stuff and Tons of Money 
Before Stanton reconnected with her pseudonymous old college friend, "Curt Avery," who had become a 
professional antiques dealer, she was "the self-anointed Queen of the Flea-Market Dollar Table." Like 
many Americans, she was on the lookout for an appealing bargain and just as happy with an inexpensive 
reproduction as the real thing. When she and Avery met again in 2000, she agreed to fly across the 
country to attend an auction where some old bottles he coveted were on offer. He asked her to be his 
proxy bidder while he hid at the back and signaled his bids. This was her introduction to a fascinating 
subculture. Over the years, she attended many fairs and flea markets with Avery as a "participant 
observer," getting up before dawn to help him set up displays, grabbing food on the run, and camping out 
next to his truck at night. "The greatest reward of trailing Avery," she writes, "has been to rekindle my 
fascination with history." Stanton writes about the thrill of spotting a pair of late-18th-century sugar snips 
mixed in with a pile of tools, and learning the history of opium bottles, which were produced in the millions 
until the 20th century, when the sale of opium in grocery stores was prohibited. The author has learned to 
truly value these objects — which preserved the collective memory of a past way of life — and to value the 
craftsmanship they embodied. This is a treasure-trove of a book, especially for would-be antiquers. 

 
Swindoll, Charles R.            Saying it Well 
Bestselling author and master communicator Swindoll has been effectively speaking to others for over 50 
years. In his latest, he shares his secrets on how to talk so people will listen. Filled with techniques, stories, 
and models, Swindoll teaches readers the foundational principles for how to communicate, from preparing 
for a speech, organizing thoughts, and filtering out the superfluous, to overcoming fears, grabbing the 
listener's attention, and knowing how and when to stop. With humorous stories and inventive, practical tips, 
he shares decades of experience on how to speak with authority in every situation. 
 
Wasdin, Howard           Seal Team Six 
When Osama bin Laden was assassinated, the entire world was fascinated by the men who had 
completed the seemingly impossible mission that had dogged the U.S. government for over a decade. 
SEAL Team 6 became synonymous with heroism, duty, and justice. Only a handful of the elite men who 
make up the SEALs, the US Navy's best and bravest, survive the legendary and grueling selection process 
for a group so classified it technically does not even exist. As a member of Seal Team Six for over eight 
years and a SEAL for over 17 years, Mann worked in countless covert operations, operating from land, 
sea, and air, and facing shootings, decapitations, and stabbings. He was captured by the enemy and lived; 
he participated in highly classified missions all over the globe, including Somalia, Panama, El Salvador, 
Colombia, Afghanistan, and Iraq. As a coordinator for several civilian SEAL training programs, and as a 
former Training Officer of SEAL Team Six, he was directly responsible for shaping the bodies and minds of 
SEALs who carried out the assassination of Osama bin Laden. But to become a SEAL, Mann had to 
overcome his own troubled childhood and push his body to its breaking point — and beyond.  
 



West, Jerry             West by West 
A pressure-embracing superstar with the Los Angeles Lakers in the 1960s and 1970s, West was so 
revered that the NBA used his silhouette for its famed logo. After a legendary Hall of Fame playing career, 
West became the Lakers’ general manager, helping to assemble squads that won eight world 
championships in the 1980s and 2000s. Such lofty accomplishments did little to abate a self-destructive 
competitive spirit and crippling bouts of depression, the results of a miserable childhood in West Virginia. 
West’s beloved older brother, David, was killed in the Korean War; their father regularly beat the skinny, 
younger, West, inspiring a murderous, unforgiving hatred. “And the real enemy is myself,” writes West, in 
this candid and self-reflecting autobiography. 
 
 

Large Print — Romance 
Blake, Jennifer    By Grace Possessed 
Brown, Carolyn    Walkin’ on Clouds 
Camp, Candace    A Winter Scandal 
Carie, Jamie    Pirate of my Heart 
Carr, Robyn    Hidden Summit 
Dailey, Janet    To Santa with Love 
Darcy, Emma    The Costarella Conquest 
Dare, Tessa    A Night to Surrender 
Garwood, Julie    Rebellious Desire 
Goodman, Jo    Kissing Comfort 
Graham, Heather   Bride of the Night 
Gregory, Jill    Sage Creek 
Gunn, Robin Jones   Love Finds You in Sunset Beach, Hawaii 
Johansen, Iris    The Trustworthy Redhead 
Joyce, Brenda    Deadly Vows 
Kleypas, Lisa    Love, Come to Me 
Krentz, Jayne Ann   Copper Beach 
Laurens, Stephanie   Mastered by Love 
Martin, Kat    Against the Storm 
Neggers, Carla    Secrets of the Lost Summer 
Palmer, Diana    True Blue 
Stewart, Mariah    Hometown Girl 
Wiggs, Susan    The Mistress 
 
Large Print —Urban Fiction 
Alers, Rochelle    Capital Wives 
Weber, Carl    The Family Business 
 
Large Print — Western Fiction 
Brandvold, Peter   .45-Caliber Desperado 
Compton, Ralph   The Amarillo Trail 
Cotton, Ralph    Gun Law 
Paine, Lauran    Rangers of El Paso 
 
 



Large Print — Mystery/Suspense/Adventure 
Bowen, Rhys    Naughty in Nice 
Brett, Simon    Bones under the Beach Hut 
Carl, JoAnna    The Chocolate Castle Clue 
Chapman, Vannetta   Falling to Pieces 
Crawford, Isis    A Catered St. Patrick’s Day 
Daley, Margaret    Hidden in the Everglades 
Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan  The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes    
Hoag, Tami    Down the Darkest Road 
Hunter, Stephen   Soft Target 
Rowe, Jenifer    Love, Honour, and O’Brien 
Sala, Sharon    Blood Trails 
Swanson, Denise   Murder of a Creped Suzette 
White, Randy Wayne   Chasing Midnight 
 
Large Print — General Fiction 
Alcott, Kate    The Dressmaker 
Benaron, Naomi    Running the Rift 
Boo, Katherine    Behind the Beautiful Forevers 
Campbell, Drusilla   Little Girl Gone 

Kerrigan, Kate    Ellis Island 
Leroy, Margaret    The Soldier’s Wife 
O’Nan, Stewart    The Odds 
O’Reilly, Brian    Angelina’s Bachelors: a Novel with Food 
Rogers, Morgan Callan  Red Ruby Heart in a Cold Blue Sea 
Schaffert, Timothy   The Coffins of Little Hope 
Seitz, Nicole    Beyond Molasses Creek 
Steinbeck, Thomas   The Silver Lotus 
Thayne, RaeAnne   Blackberry Summer 
Thomas, Jodi    The Comforts of Home 
VanLiere, Donna   The Christmas Note 
 
Large Print — Inspirational Fiction 
Connealy, Mary    Out of Control 
Hatcher, Robin Lee   Belonging 
Hunter, Denise    The Accidental Bride 
Jackson, Neta    Stand by Me 
Kinkade, Thomas   A Wandering Heart 
Lewis, Beverly    The Fiddler 
Love, Dorothy    Beauty for Ashes 
Reid, Ruth     Brush of Angel’s Wings  
Sawyer, Kim Vogel   A Whisper of Peace 
Strobel, Lee    The Ambition 
Wallace, Randall   The Touch 
Warren, Susan May   The Shadow of Your Smile 



Wingate, Lisa   Blue Moon Bay 
Woodsmall, Cindy  The Harvest of Grace 
Worth, Lenora   Hometown Sweetheart 
 
Regular Print — Fiction 
Albert, Susan Wittig  Cat’s Claw 
Bagshawe, Tilly   Sidney Sheldon’s Angel of the Dark 
Bain, Donald   Trouble at High Tide 
Barr, Nevada   Rope 
Bazell, Josh   Wild Thing 
Berenson, Alex   Shadow Patrol 
Blackstock, Terri  Downfall 
Bradford, Barbara Taylor Letter from a Stranger 
Brown, Rita   Big Cat Nap: the 20th Anniversary Mrs. Murphy Mystery 
Chiaverini, Jennifer  Sonoma Rose 
Clark, Carol Higgins  Gypped 
Clark, Mary Higgins  Lost Years 
Coben, Harlan    Stay Close 
Coonts, Deborah  So Damn Lucky 
Cornwell, Bernard  Death of Kings 

Crais, Robert   Taken 
Crombie, Deborah  No Mark upon Her 
Cussler, Clive   Thief 
Davidson, Mary Janice Yours, Mine, and Ours 
De Rosnay, Tatiana  The House I Loved 
Delaney, Frank   Last Storyteller 
Dorsey, Tim   Pineapple Grenade 
Ephron, Delia   The Lion is In 
Fluke, Joanne   Cinnamon Roll Murder 
Flynn, Vince   Kill Shot 
Gardner, Lisa   Catch Me 
Garrison, Paul   Robert Ludlum’s the Janson Command 
Gordimer, Nadine  No Time Like the Present 
Graham, Heather  Unseen 
Green, Jane   Another Piece of my Heart 
Grippando, James  Need you Now 
Grisham, John   Calico Joe 
Grossman, Paul   Children of Wrath 
Haddam, Jane   Blood in the Water 
Hannah, Kristin   Home Front 
Harris, Robert   Fear Index 
Harrison, Kim   Perfect Blood 
Hart, Carolyn    Death Comes Silently 
Jance, J.A.   Left for Dead 
Kellerman, Jonathan  Victims 



Kingsbury, Karen  Loving 
Kinkade, Thomas  Wandering Heart 
Kinsella, Sophie  I’ve Got your Number 
Lewis, Beverly   The Fiddler 
Lively, Penelope  How it all Began 
Livesey, Margot   The Flight of Gemma Hardy 
Lott, Bret    Dead Low Tide 
Lutz, Lisa    Trail of the Spellmans: Document #5 
Mallon, Thomas   Watergate: a Novel 
Margolin, Phillip  Capitol Murder 
Martin, Charles   Thunder and Rain 
Mason, Richard   History of a Pleasure Seeker 
McCall Smith, Alexander Limpopo Academy of Private Detection 
McKevett, G.A.   Buried in Buttercream 
Mills, Mark    The House of the Hunted 
Moore, Christopher  Sacre Bleu 
Mosley, Walter   All I did was Shoot my Man 
Oates, Joyce Carol  Mudwoman 
Odell, Jonathan   Healing 
Palmer, Daniel   Helpless 

Palmer, Michael   Oath of Office 
Patterson, James  Guilty Wives 
Patterson, James  Private Games 
Patterson, Richard North Fall from Grace 
Peretti, Frank E.   Illusion 
Perry, Anne   Dorchester Terrace 
Perry, Thomas   Poison Flower 
Persson, Leif G.W.  Another Time, Another Life: the Story of a Crime 
Picoult, Jodi   Lone Wolf 
Preston, Douglas  Gideon’s Corpse 
Rice, Anne   Wolf Gift 
Robb, J.D.    Celebrity in Death 
Robinson, Peter   Before the Poison 
Robotham, Michael  Bleed for Me 
Rosenfelt, David  Heart of a Killer 
Ross, Ann B.   Miss Julia to the Rescue 
Scottoline, Lisa   Come Home 
Stabenow, Dana  Restless in the Grave 
Steel, Danielle   Betrayal 
Straub, Peter   Mrs. God 
Todd, Charles   Confession 
Trigiani, Adriana  The Shoemaker’s Wife 
Tyler, Anne   Beginner’s Goodbye 
Vachss, Andrew H.  That’s How I Roll 
Vincenzi, Penny   Another Woman 



Vincenzi, Penny   More than You Know 
Wambuagh, Joseph  Harbor Nocturne 
Ward, J.R.    Lover Reborn 
Weber, Carl   Family Business 
White, Kate   So Pretty it Hurts 
White, Randy Wayne  Chasing Midnight 
Wilhelm, Kate   Death of an Artist 
Willig, Lauren   Garden Intrigue 
Winspear, Jacqueline  Elegy for Eddie 
 
Regular Print — Non-Fiction 
Alford, Mimi  Once upon a Secret: my Affair with President John F. Kennedy  

   and its Aftermath 
Amen, Daniel G. Use your Brain to Change your Age: Secrets to Look, Feel, and   

   Think Younger Every Day 
Ashton, Jennifer Your Body Beautiful: Clockstopping Secrets to Staying Healthy,  

   Strong, and Sexy in your 30s, 40s, and Beyond 
Bartlett, Bruce  Benefit and the Burden: Tax Reform — why we need it and what  

   it will take 
Broadwell, Paula All In: the Education of General David Petraeus 

Busch, Benjamin Dust to Dust: a Memoir 
Corn, David  Showdown: the Inside Story of How Obama Fought Back  

   against Boehner, Cantor, and the Tea Party 
Feingold, Russ  While America Sleeps: a Wake-Up Call for the Post-9/11 Era 
Gilvarry, Alex  From the Memoirs of a Non-Enemy Combatant 
Holtzman, Elizabeth Cheating Justice: How Bush and Cheney Attacked the Rule of  

   Law and Plotted to Avoid Prosecution 
Jakes, T.D.  Let it Go: Forgive and you can be Forgiven 
Lashinsky, Adam  Inside Apple: How America’s Most Admired — and Secretive —  

   Company Really Works 
Ledbetter, Lilly  Grace and Grit: My Fight for Equal Pay and Fairness at  

   Goodyear and Beyond  
Meyer, Joyce  Do Yourself a Favor … Forgive 
Pearse, Emma  Sophie: The Incredible True Adventures of the Castaway Dog 
Rasmussen, Scott People’s Money: How Voters will Balance the Budget and  

   Eliminate the Federal Debt 
Rothkopf, David J. Power, Inc.: the Epic Rivalry between Big Business and  

   Government 
Savage, Michael Trickle Down Tyranny: Crushing Obama’s Dreams of the  

   Socialist States of America 
Seung, Sebastian Connectome: How the Brain’s wiring makes us who we Are 
Specter, Arlen  Life among the Cannibals: a Political Career, a Tea Party  

   Uprising, and the End of Governing as we Know It 
Unger, David C.  Emergency State: America’s Pursuit of Absolute Security at all  

   Costs 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Palm Beach County        For more information or assistance, 
Board of County Commissioners                                  call Books-By-Mail 
Shelley Vana, Chair                               from 9 am to 5 pm 
Steven L. Abrams, Vice Chairman              Monday through Friday 
Karen T. Marcus                        (Greater West Palm Beach) 
Paulette Burdick                                561-649-5482                                                                                               
Burt Aaronson              (Toll-Free) 
Jess R. Santamaria              1-888-780-5151  
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